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Abstract. Silicon semiconductors were investigated f»r use us temperature transducers

(—25°C -» +""Jt-'i :l'id wore found to have good stability, linearity, :ind high sensitivity.

When one ma of forward current was applied to a diode, a sensitivity of approximately 1.9

mv/'C was obtained with a forward voltage drop of approximately GOO mv.

Temperature measurements are an integral

part of many research investigations, Air and

soil temperature profiles ;tru commonly re

corded to help us understand the transport

phenomena in heat flow. Temperature measure

ments also Leljj iia determine the movement

characteristics of ground water. Accuracy, sensi

tivity, and response time :ire significant param

eters in the detection and recording of tem

perature. By using inherent temperature drift,

which is characteristic of P-N silicon junctions,

we developed a stable, highly sensitive, linear

transducer For point temperature measurements.

The temperature transducer consists of a

GE IN4154 silicon diode encapsulated in Ilysol

R9-2039 epoxy (Figure 1). The epoxy gives

mechanical strength and protection to the trans

ducer assembly, eliminates external current

paths, and increases the response time of the

transducer. Two conductor shielded cables carry

the signal from the transducer to the tempera

ture readout circuit. At present more than 50

such transducers are used in energy balance

studies at the Southwest Watershed Research

Center, (Further details may be obtained from

C. G. Enfield, Earth Sciences Section, PSB,

:iU00 Area, Battelle .Memorial Institute, P. O.

Box 001), liichland, Washington, 90352.)

We tested several transducers to determine

linearity, sensitivity, response time, forward

voltage drop at 0°C, dependence of forward

voltage drop on forward current, and depen

dence »f thermal sensitivity on forward current.

To obtain the transducer parameters, we meas-
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Fig. 1. Temperature transducer consisting of a silicon diode encapsulated in epoxy,
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Fig. 2. Family of curves relating forward current, forward voltage drop, and temperature for
one diode.

ured the forward voltage drop across the silicon

diode at various selected temperatures with dif

ferent currents being passed through the diode.

In all cases when the current flowing through

the diode was held constant, wo obtained a good

thermal linearity. Correlation coefficients for

least-squares fit to ;i straight line were greater

than 0.090. Thus the diode responds linearly

with temperatures over the temperature range

considered (—25°C-» +75°C). Figure 2 shows

a family of curves relating forward current, for

ward voltage drop, and temperature. From these

data we can determine the dependence of

thermal sensitivity on forward current and the

dependence of forward voltage on forward cur

rent. Figure 3 shows the dependence of tiierraal

sensitivity on forward current for a selected

diode, and Figure -1 illustrates the dependence

of forward voltage on forward current for the

same diode.

The dependence of thermal sensitivity and

forward voltage drop at 0°C can be expressed

by the general equation

7, - b(Ir)

where Vr is the forward voltage drop, m{I,) is

a function relating the sensitivity to forward

current, MM is a function relating forward

voltage drop to forward current, and T is the

temperature in degrees centigrade.

For the specific data shown in Figures 3 and -i
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TABLE I. Calibration Data tor Least Squares Fit to &

Straight Line

(IV ■ juT + b where Yp ig Iho forward voltage drop at

1 mtt of fun*aril mrrf nt, m ia lite elope of line, T is th<* tempera-

lure, nnfl b is the voltnefl nt ()"C)

Dimio

No.

1

2

.1

4

5

(1

•

8

B

111

11

12

13

H

IS

Milli voltt^T

Thermal

FeultJvtty,

-n

-1 SJ

—1 .111

-1.88

-1 .DO

-1.B0

-1 Dl

-1 70

-I.SO

-1 DO

-2 28

-2 on

-i.ua

-1,82

-1.77

-1.88

l 0 12

fiuitlitnetic) 1.80

Vivriftnco OJJIfl

Maiivoiti

»! 0°C.

b

ao4 s;i

635 20

620.50

623 2S

62-1 11

BIZ.KB

010 42

B13.S6

02fi 12

060 CO

GG1.20

02G . 1)2

E!)(l .Si

GOE B3

(SKI 77

11.02

(117.57

213.70

Linen r Recre-a-

.-ion Correlation

Coefficipnl

-0.903884

-0.999957

-0.8B9BS5

-0.909BSO

-0.999978

-0.9BSB74

-0.999987

-0.8B9579

-0 !»99!IS3

-O.Q9G9(ifl

-0.999B71

-O.fli>3076

-0.B08B86

-n 999090

-0 999076

m(lr) = 2.018-1 - 0.1808(I«)

- 0.7827{/,.2) + 1.3228(7^

- 0.8388(7/) + O.OS0120(7F5)

where lr is ciirront in milliampciea and m(Ir)

hii-s units mv/°C

(,(/,) = 0.3913 + 0.3486(7,)

- 0.4838(7,") + 0.3S14<//)

- 0.1353(7/) + 0.0150(7/)

where hi (/,■) is current in milliamperes and

bdr) baa units of millivolts.

Tabli! 1 summarises calibration data from

randomly selected diodes for least-squares fit

to a straigln lino and may be expressed as

V, = mT

where V, is the forward voltage drop in milli

volts with 1 ma forward current, m U the slope

(sensitivity) in millivolts jior degree centigrade,

T is the temperature in degrees centigrade, and

b h the forward voltage drop in millivolts at

zero degrees centigrade.

If absolute temperatures arc desirable, it is

necessary either to determine calibration curves

for each individual diode or to select diodes with

similar forward voltage drop at some preselected

temperature. However, if only temperature

changes are desired, the calibration Curve of one

diode may he used to determine relative changes

in tempera lure.

The circuit, in Figure 5 is constructed in two

parts and supplies a constant current to the

diode. Operational amplifier Al, together with

the reference zener diode 111, provides a ref

erence dc voltage for operation amplifier A2

that provides a constant dc current through the

transducer 1)2. The ouiput voltage E,, can bo

read on u voltmeter, a digital instrument, or be

used to supply a temperature dependent, voltage

to a data acquisition system.

(Manuscript, received October 14, !%!):

revised February 1C, 1070.)

Kg. 5. Grounded constant current source.


